THE BEST TRANSPORT CASES IN THE WORLD!

In 1977, the first SKB case was manufactured in a small Anaheim, California garage by SKB president Don Klippert and Dave Davidson. Today, SKB engineers design cases for hundreds of companies worldwide in many different industries. We never tire of the thrill that our customers gain from this opportunity to assist and challenge them to develop and grow.

ACCESSORIES

COLOR HANDLES

If your own multiple series case, you can add colored handles to pack your contents. They are also great for carrying checked cases when traveling.

TSA LOCKING LATCHES

Transport Security Administration (TSA) baggage screeners are trained to recognize the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-approved locks on TSA-accredited bags, which allows you to open, inspect, and relock your case.

TSA LOCKS

SKB’s TSA-accredited locks (2-pack) allow you to set your own combination and are easily recognized by TSA screeners.

PANEL MOUNT KIT

The 3i PANEL kit will allow a mounting panel of your choice for a convenient and finished appearance. The kit includes: panel, mounting screws, and fluorescent light, and universal mounting screws to fit framed screens.
FOR WHAT DO YOU USE YOUR ISERIES CASE?

MILITARY TRANSPORT  MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS INSTRUMENTS FOR SAFETY STORAGE FOR TRANSPORTATION TRAINING EQUIPMENT PHOTOGRAPHY

INTERIOR

The ISeries case offers the highest quality foam you can find anywhere. Each foam is cut to the exact shape of your equipment. Or use our foam cut service and we will cut and shape fresh foam just for you. For more information visit www.aswcases.com.

PRODUCT VIEW

PRESSURE EQUALIZATION VALVE

Automatic back pressure equalization valve allows cases to remain "air tight" and achieve pressures caused by altitude or temperature change while keeping water molecules out, even when submerged.

WATERPROOF/CUTOUT

Weatherproof design using tungsten fill greatest possible and amputee to get a full side to side through the foam of the foam is fully protected. (see below)

EASY TO STACK

Stacking multiple cases to use easily stacking on uneven surfaces

IN-LINE SKATE WHEELS

Heavy-duty steel wheels with ball bearings ensure smooth trouble-free movement.

TRIGGER LATCHES

Recessed "trigger style" latches allow cases to be opened and closed easily at a glance. Case size "latch" are available.

POLYPROPYLENE CO-POLYMER

Upper-rear strength polypropylene as a single piece on both sides. Three-piece polypropylene casings are available.

HANDLE

Handle is 2mm reinforced and the case of the handle includes all available accessories.

PLASTIC/CUTOUT

Stacking cases together for easy access.
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